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ALEIA AI PLATFORM

Artificial Intelligence Saas Platform
ALEIA develops and sells a sovereign artificial intelligence platform to 
accelerate Al projects of medium to large companies and public organizations. 

The ALEIA platform unifies, secures, and industrializes ail stages of an artificial intelligence application creating 
to facilitate the work of data teams: 

  Data ingestion and preparation

  Model training and engineering

  Deployment and operational maintenance of data workflows and models

  Exposure of data or model by API to third-party systems

ln a few clicks, the data is integrated and usable, either in a Jupiter Note book for exploratory work, or directly in 
production data processing pipelines, in the cloud with a suitable environ ment. These pipelines, which can be 
deployed on-demand, can be configured and run periodically to automatically transform the data. APis are used 
to retrieve the generated information or to directly request a model produced by a pipeline. 

SOVEREIGNTY

ALEIA guarantees full control of its customer’s data thanks to an infrastructure entirely hosted in France  
(not subject to the Patriot Act or the Cloud Act), and algorithmic pracessing integrating open source software  
(not subject to commercial licenses). 

ALEIA is identified in the French Government’s1  
National Al Strategy and is a current member of Gaia-X,  
a European data infrastructure project. 

1 https://www.gouvernement.fr/sites/default/files/contenu/piece-jointe/2021/11/08112021_dp_strategie_nationale_pour_ia_2eme_phase.pdf

MUTUALIZATION 

ALEIA platform integrates the ability to mutualize data between different organizations and helps them access 
the critical size necessaryto train algorithms while maintaining contrai of its data. 

ALEIA is supported by Bpifrance, being selected as part of the ATF 
call for prajects: "Digital platforms and data sharing for sectors" to 
accelerate its R&D and its development. 

OPEN 

The ALEIA platform provides access to the main libraries of algorithmic model. ln the form of a consortium, it 
unites the best French and Eurapean data providers and algorithms, and software publishers. 

ALEIA directly supports its customers in the acquisition and use of its Al platform and 
relies on a network of integrator partners for the development of its Al applications. 
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Created in 2021, ALEIA offers private and public organizations a fully sovereign, open,  
and modular Al solution. Today ALEIA brings together the best French and Europe an publishers 
to accelerate and industrialize Al projects with multiple applications: mobility, energy transition, 

cybersecurity, etc. 

ln February 2022 ALEIA announced its financing of 8 million euros, bringing together Bpifrance 
following its selection as part of the ATF call for projects "Digital platforms and data sharing for 
sectors" and leading private investors. ALEIA now has 30 employees and first custo mers such 

as the Ministry of Sports, the DIAC, the Val-de-Loire Mixed Trade Union, Saint-Cyr-L’Ecole. 
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